
MAN Energy Solutions the world´s leading
provider of large-bore diesel engines and
turbomachinery for marine and stationary
applications. It designs two-stroke and
four-stroke engines, gas and steam
turbines as well as compressors. The
product range is rounded off by
turbochargers, propellers, gas engines and
chemical reactors. Customers receive
worldwide after-sales services marketed
under the MAN PrimeServ brand. The
company employs around 15,000 staff at
more than 100 international sites, primarily
in Germany, Denmark, France, Switzerland,
the Czech Republic, India and China.
MAN Energy Solutions is a company in the
Power Engineering business area of MAN
SE.

In case of questions, please do not
hesitate to contact

Mr. Thomas Müller (HR)
+49 (821) 322 2609

We firmly support diversity and equal
opportunities and are therefore looking
forward to receiving a diverse range of
online applications via
www.man.eu/karriere

Reference number: 51354267

Engineering the Future - since 1758.
MAN Gruppe

MAN Energy Solutions has a vacancy, for an immediate start, at its
Augsburg site within the  Compliance division for the position of

Compliance Projects & Process
Manager
Your tasks

Planning, implementing, controlling and documenting Compliance projects
and processes of all sizes, including IT-tools

Assuming key-user role re. Compliance IT-systems, representing the
department in IT-meetings, system changes and data migration projects

Developing and coordinating regular Compliance risk assessments

Managing Compliance communication projects

Supporting VW-Group internal and MAN ES external Compliance relations

Supporting Chief Compliance Officer and other functions

Your qualification

University degree, ideally in Business Administration or Informatics

Compliance knowledge from relevant international business experience in
audit/advisory (company or similar organization)

Strong IT know-how: MS Excel expert level, Advanced in: MS Access /
Sharepoint / PowerPoint, Business Intelligence, data base and data
warehouse know-how

Strong project development and management skills, incl. analytical,
controlling and auditing skills and affinity to numbers

Ability to manage internal and external service providers and advisors

Strong communication skills, fluent in German and English is mandatory

Team player

Additional information
Applications from people with disabilities are strongly encouraged.
The revenue will be based on salary group 10 or higher, in accordance with
the collective wage agreement for the Bavarian metal and electrical industry.


